
ISSUE: Devil’s Gate Sediment Removal Project has begun. Approximately 1.7 MCY of 
sediment and debris will be removed from the Devil’s Gate Reservoir in Hahamongna 
beginning April 2019.  Los Angeles County Public Works MUST do the work to prevent 
potential catastrophic flooding in Pasadena. The current removal plan does not adequately 
address the health and safety of our children.

CONCERNS: In order to remove the sediment, hundreds of diesel trucks will drive past 
our school zone spewing dangerous emissions. The projected levels of those emissions 
does not take into account NEW data on how these trucks actually perform or the 
current equations for Health Risk Assessments (think: cancer potential). The project 
does not define how emissions will be monitored and held to legal limits.  As parents, we 
are concerned with the impact this project will have on air quality and how that in turn 
impacts our children.

County Air Quality Report: “IMPACT 4: Would the Project expose the public (especially 
schools, day care centers, hospitals, retirement homes convalescence facilities, and 
residences) to substantial pollutant concentrations?
An impact is potentially significant if emissions levels exceed the State or federal Ambient Air 
Quality Standards.”

Overview
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Heavy-duty Vehicular Traffic
More idling and slow-transit up freeway ramps will increase local concentration of pollutants.

Traffic Impact Analysis (2013) did not call 
for changes in the signals nor installation 
of traffic signal in place of 4-way stop.

Left-hand turns at 50 trucks per hour will 
increase idling at the intersections.

Traffic “counts” for these segments are 
outdated (2013).  

The significant increase in heavy-duty 
diesel truck traffic will make this area 
more hazardous to pedestrians, student 
drivers, and typical traffic.
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What comes out of a diesel dump truck?
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https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/overview-diesel-exhaust-and-health

It’s “invisible”  to 
Regulatory Policy.



“What people may not appreciate is that 
childhood exposure to diesel emissions 
affects them forever.” - Professor Ed Avol, USC



What is planned for The Project?

Air Quality Analysis, p. 32.  Prepared by OB-1 Air Analyses, 10/14

Devil’s Gate Sediment Removal FEIR:  only trucks complying with the 2010 EPA Stds will be used.

There is no 
threshold for 
“ultrafine” PM



Diesel Emissions Control Systems
Filters for particulate matter + on-board “digestion” technology reduce emissions 

http://www.ironmanparts.com

Heavy duty Diesel Engines must have . . .

If 2007 = Diesel Particulate Matter filters (DPF) 

If 2010 = DPF + “digestion” system

If Pre-2007 = engines must be retrofitted with DPF

DPF

Selective Catalytic Reduction

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diesel_particulate_filter#/
media/File:Hino_Standardized_SCR_Unit.jpg



Certified vs. Real-World Emissions
Higher output of some pollutants while operating at low-speed. Some filters fail after a few years.

Most studies report a significant difference in the “sticker” emissions and the “in-use” 
performance emissions. 

Heavy duty diesel trucks are not required to be smog-checked.  Only the age of the engine and 
the presence of emissions control system qualifies a fleet to be “certified.”  



Slow Speeds = More Pollutants
Output of diesel pollutants are higher when trucks are idling and in stop-&-go (“creep”) modes.

Emissions were recorded from new 2012-2015 low-mileage, heavy-duty Class 8 diesel trucks 
equipped with diesel particulate matter filters and SCR emissions control systems.

NOx varied depending on the engine.

Carbon monoxide and Particulate Matter were very low in 5 vehicles tested as a result of the 
DPF + “digestion” emissions control systems functioning properly.



Voluntary Recall of 500,000 trucks
Recall announced by the EPA on July 31, 2018 about Cummins’s NOx emissions control systems 

“The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced that Cummins Inc. will 
voluntarily recall roughly 500,000 model year 2010-2015 medium- and heavy-duty 
trucks. The recall will replace a faulty emissions control systems component that causes 
excess emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx). This recall is the largest voluntary truck 
emissions recall to date. The problem Cummins is acting to correct is the result of a 
defective part and does not involve a defeat device.”

https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-announces-largest-voluntary-recall-medium-and-heavy-duty-trucks



Health Risk Assessment: 2 stories
Old Equation + “sticker” 2010 EPA emissions goals  VS. New Equation + “in-use” emissions data

The threshold relative risk for cancer for projects is 10 in 1 million.

FEIR (10/2014) yields relative risk for cancer of 1.9 in 1 million for the Devil’s Gate Project.

Independent analysis using in-use emissions data and New Equation yields 14-23 in 1 million.







SUMMARY
Diesel emissions are toxic and can affect our 

children for a lifetime

Compliance oversight will need to be provided to make sure that 
the diesel trucks being used in this project are regularly smog 
checked so they DO NOT exceed the promised limits given the 
multiple ways that the emissions controls can fail or be gamed.

The Health Risk Assessment of this project should be 
re-calculated with real-world current data and the updated 
equation to protect our children.


